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ABSTRACT
Aim/Purpose

A literature review is often criticized for the absence of coherent construction,
synthesis of topics, and well-reasoned analysis. A framework is needed for novice researchers to organize and present information obtained from the literature
review.

Background

Information and communication technologies advancement have yielded overwhelming information. The massive availability of information poses several
challenges, including storage, processing, meaningful organization, and presentation for future consumption. Information System Researchers have developed
frameworks, guidelines, and tools for gathering, filtering, processing, storing, and
organizing information. Interestingly, information system researchers have vast
information that needs meaningful organization and presentation to the research
fraternity while conducting a literature review on a research topic.

Methodology

This paper describes a framework called LACTiC (Location, Author, Continuum, Time, and Category) that we adapted from another framework called
LATCH (Location, Alphabetical, Time, Category, and Hierarchy). LATCH was
used to organize and present information on e-commerce websites for seamless
navigation. We evaluated the LACTiC framework.

Contribution

Information System Researchers can use the LACTiC framework to organize information obtained from literature review.
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Organizing Information Obtained from Literature Reviews
Findings

The evaluation reveals that most researchers from information systems organize
information obtained from the literature review category-wise, followed by continuum, author, time, and location.

Recommendations
for Researchers

Overall, the framework works well and can be helpful for researchers for an initial idea for organizing information obtained from the literature review.

Future Research

To conceptualize the framework, the study was carried out using Information
Systems related literature. To generalize the proposed framework, we may suggest that the study can be extended to other areas of business management,
such as marketing, finance, operation, decision sciences, accounting, and economics.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in Information and Communication Technologies have captured an overwhelming amount of information in every sphere of human life (Al-Sai et al., 2019). Massive information availability comes with several challenges, such as storing, processing, meaningful organization, and presentation for future consumption (Marx, 2013; Rodríguez-Mazahua et al., 2016). Information system researchers have developed various frameworks, guidelines, tools to collect, filter, process, store, and organize the gigantic information of business and society (Chen & Zhang, 2014; Han
et al., 2018). Interestingly, while conducting the literature review on a research topic, information system researchers end up with a tremendous amount of information that needs to be meaningfully organized and presented to the research fraternity (Berdanier & Lenart, 2020; Brownson et al., 2010).
However, their literature reviews are often criticized during the paper publication process for lack of
coherent constructions, syntheses of themes, and well-argued analyzes (Boote & Beile, 2005; Cisco,
2014; Haddaway et al., 2020; Snyder, 2019).
A literature review is an essential component of any scientific writing, such as journal papers, dissertations, theses, review papers (Aveyard, 2018; Garrard, 2020; Randolph, 2009; Webster & Watson,
2002). As shown in Part A – Figure 1, we obtain a literature review from a process that comprises
three activities: (1) input – papers are gathered based on the research problem and data collection; (2)
processing – papers are evaluated, analyzed, and interpreted; and (3) output – information is obtained
from the process for public presentation (Aveyard, 2018; Garrard, 2020; Randolph, 2009). Input involves two tasks - research problem formulation and data collection. Problem formulation begins
with the determination of the questions that will guide the literature review. The data collection aims
to collect an exhaustive, semi-exhaustive, representative, or pivotal set of relevant papers. The processing involves three key activities – analysis, evaluation, and interpretation (Randolph, 2009). The
reviewer extracts and evaluates the papers’ information that met the inclusion criteria in the data evaluation stage (Randolph, 2009). At the data analysis and interpretation stage, the reviewer attempts to
make sense of the extracted data. Finally, the output needs to be presented to the article’s readers
(Randolph, 2009). The reviewing author determines which information is more critical and will be
presented, which information is less relevant and can be left out, and how to organize information
that provides logical flow and meaning to potential readers (Aveyard, 2018; Garrard, 2020).

L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Many studies have provided a high-level framework to organize information for documenting literature reviews (Baker, 2000; Loseke, 2012; Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2016; Pautasso, 2013). Most frameworks include three parts, as shown in Figure 1 (Part B): introductory paragraph, body paragraphs,
concluding paragraph. The introductory paragraph introduces the topic with an attention-grabbing
statement. It then moves towards the thesis, which provides the argument that an author would like
to prove. The author presents various points in the body paragraphs. In the concluding paragraph,
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the author brings together the points from body paragraphs, restates the thesis in a new way, returns
to the topic, presents the logical conclusion of the supporting points presented, and finally states the
study’s overall purpose. Out of these three steps, the author spends a considerable amount of time
organizing body paragraphs. Many researchers have used the PEAL (Point, Evidence, Analysis, Link)
framework to organize information within paragraphs (Germov, 2020). The researchers end up with
several Points in the form of paragraphs. Organizing ‘Points’ sensibly for potential readers is challenging for the researchers. A study suggests three ways to identify and organize key points: historically – points are introduced in chronological order as they appeared in literature; conceptually –
works related to the same ideas appear together; or methodologically – works employed similar methods are grouped (Cooper, 1988; Jaidka et al., 2013). Likewise, we found many other studies advocating to organize information based on problem-solution, theme, school of thought, broad-to-specific,
specific-to-broad, major models or theory, prominent authors, agreement-disagreement, and so forth
(Bezzina & Cassar, 2015; Boote & Beile, 2005; Cooper, 1988; Jaidka et al., 2013; McCulloch, 2004).
The researchers arrive at most of these bases of information organization by gut feeling or seeing a
similar pattern in the literature that consumes a considerable time of novice scholars.
We felt a need for a framework that could help novice researchers in organizing information (points)
derived from various literature review activities. This study conceptualized a framework called LACTiC to organize information (Points) obtained from the literature review activities. We adapted the
LACTiC from another framework, LATCH, described in the next paragraph of this study (Wurman,
1989a, 1989b, 1996). This study also evaluates the applicability of the LACTiC framework in organizing and presenting information obtained from the literature review process.

C ONCEPTUAL F RAMEWORK
We argue if we could use the frameworks, which information system researchers had developed to
organize and present a vast amount of business-related information, LATCH (Location, Alphabetical, Time, Category, and Hierarchy) is one such information system-related framework given by
Wurman (1989a, 1989b), widely used in e-commerce website design. The LATCH framework helps
website designers organize and present information so that end-users can seamlessly navigate the
website’s information (Wurman, 1996). Therefore, we argue that information system researchers can
apply Wurman’s LATCH framework or a similar framework in organizing and presenting information obtained from a literature review. Wurman proposed the five-dimensional LATCH – a framework to organize information of interest. Wurman (1989b, p. 59) believes: “Information may be infinite; however, the organization of information is finite as it can only be organized by LATCH – Location, Alphabet, Time, Category, or Hierarchy. I have tried thousand times to find other ways to organize, but I always end up using one of these five.” We believe that we can adapt the LATCH
framework for organizing information obtained from the various activities in the literature review
process. Therefore, as a first step, the LATCH framework was modified as LACTiC – Location, Author, Continuum, Time, and Category (Part C of Figure 1). The fundamental purpose of the modification was to make it suitable for organizing information obtained after carrying out various literature review processes. The details of each dimension of LACTiC, including the rationale of modifications in LATCH, is explained as follows:

Location – LATCH supports ‘organization of content’ by location dimension where orientation or
navigation, such as maps, travel guides, are essential or where information applies to a geographical
location. Similarly, research on a topic, particularly empirical research, is conducted worldwide to establish the external validity of the findings. For example, research on the incidence of population aging is being conducted in Japan. This research will probably take place in other parts of the world to
establish its validity. Therefore, a literature review will find information on the subject studied worldwide and arrange it according to the location.
Authors – We prefer to organize content by alphabetical order when information is referential, nonlinear access is required, or no other organizational mean is acceptable. For example, a dictionary,
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glossary, or index is arranged in alphabetical order. So, the LATCH framework suggested organizing
the information in alphabetical order – the second dimension. However, we argue that the literature
reviewer usually identifies the related papers on the topic being researched. In this case, it makes little
sense to alphabetize the information. We can see that many literature reviews have been conducted
based on the major contributors to the field (rock stars or champions). Therefore, the ‘alphabetical’
dimension in LATCH is replaced by ‘author’ in the LACTiC.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework
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Continuum – in LATCH, the hierarchy means to organize information in order of importance,

from the cheapest to the most expensive, from the smallest to the largest. The dictionary and everyday use of the word hierarchy describes it as a system that organizes or categorizes things, often
based on power or importance. A hierarchy, also known as a pecking order or power structure, is a
formal or merely implicit understanding of who is at the top or most important. Continuum could
be a better word than hierarchy in the LATCH framework because continuum represents changes in
character gradually or in very slight stages with no clear dividing points. The word ‘hierarchy’ was initially used instead of ‘continuum’ to create the acronym LATCH. Later, Wurman (1996) changed hierarchy to continuum, but the same acronym. This acronym-related problem is addressed in our proposed LACTiC framework.

Time – the third dimension prescribed in LATCH is time, abbreviated by ‘Ti’ in the modified LACTiC frame. The time dimension organizes information chronologically, such as step-by-step instructions, blog posts, news. We recommend organizing information based on the time when we present
or compare events over a period, or a time-based sequence is essential to the information. Similarly,
the literature reviewer may chronologically organize the identified information. For example, a literature review on ‘computer developments’ can be arranged chronologically.
Category – this dimension organizes information in terms of similarity and relationship (categories,
tags, taxonomies). We should organize content into categories when there are clusters of similarities
in the information or a natural search for information based on perceived similarities. The category is
the broadest way of organizing information. The categories are helpful for several purposes, like describing different types of animals or organizing a grocery store. We can use categories to organize
information in all conceivable ways, such as color, shape, gender, pattern, price, or anything else. We
can use such an approach to categorization in organizing information. For instance, we combine and
discuss the models, theory, opposing schools of thought (agreement/disagreement) when we have
identified key studies on the research topic.
Literature reviews motivate research questions, provide readers with a coherent and focused summary of the current state of knowledge, and identify gaps and limitations. Therefore, a framework
should be applied to organize information according to the audience and purpose, such as specialized
academics, general academics, practitioners, policymakers, and the public. Like LATCH, the LACTiC
framework has focused on the purpose and audience of the research (Part C of Figure 1).
We evaluated the applicability of the LACTiC framework using the literature review section of six
types of previously published papers. We present further details on how the LACTiC framework assessment was conducted in the Materials and Methods section below.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
We collected six types of papers from sources and databases, including ProQuest, Science Direct,
JSTOR, and Emerald. We brought in thesis reports from ProQuest. Original research, case study,
brief report, and review papers were referred from Science Direct, JSTOR, Emerald, Sage, and Taylor Francis. We collected theoretical papers from conceptual journals. These papers were obtained by
searching and selecting only those that contained the phrase ‘Information System’ or ‘Information
Technology’ in the keyword section, abstract section, or title section of the paper. Most of the papers
were from the Information System area. We also conducted a manual review to ensure that papers
were included in the reviews of the Information System or closely related domains. We took care to
keep a variety of locations and concepts within the selected items. We explain the six varieties of papers and how we included or excluded them from our analysis (Van Cott, 2005; Ware & Mabe, 2015).
The first type was original research, also known as the original paper, research paper, or paper, depending on the journal’s publisher. It is the most common type of journal paper used to publish the complete report from research. The original search format is suitable for different fields and studies,
comprising comprehensive sections on introduction, methods, results, and discussion. These papers
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capture the results of innovative research. The papers that we looked at were a sample from both
quantitative and qualitative studies.
The second type comprises review papers. Review documents are scholarly documents that review the
literature on the domain, sub-domain, topic, or sub-topic. Leaders often write them in a discipline after receiving an invitation from the journal’s editor. These review papers are often widely read and
quoted by researchers seeking a comprehensive introduction to a domain. The review papers also cite
about one hundred primary research papers.
The third type involved case studies. The case study papers report specific cases of exciting phenomena. Case studies are a way to make other researchers aware of the possibility that a specific phenomenon might be observed and that it might occur. The case study papers published in peer-reviewed
and highly rated journals highlight the in-depth study conducted for specific purposes. We conduct
most case studies within the confines of a particular business, institution, or geographic margin. We
frequently use case studies in medicine to report unknown or emerging conditions. In addition, we
use case studies for teaching business school students.
The fourth one was theoretical or conceptual types of papers. These papers do not contain empirical research but use existing research to present a new theory or analyze and criticize existing theories. A
concept paper broadens existing theories in the field by analyzing different perspectives. It contains
or refers to a set of abstract principles associated with a specific field of knowledge. However, it contains no original empirical research or presents experimental data. It retraces the development of a
theory, compares theories, discusses controversies surrounding a theory, and makes analytic inferences from the issues discussed solving problems.
A short communication or perspective letter was the fifth type of paper looked at in this research. Short
communication is a communication sent to editors of scholarly journals in response to a paper that
has already been published in the journal. As its name suggests, these papers are of short duration,
and the authors of these reports may not cover a detailed review of the literature while making their
point. The most recent studies or research results requiring immediate publication are published as
perspective letters. For example, breakthroughs concerning remedies or treatments for previously incurable diseases, a cure for an outbreak of a disease, such as swine influenza, are published as perspective letters.
The sixth type was thesis or dissertation. The thesis is the outcome of a researcher’s doctoral research. A
thesis or dissertation is a document used to present the author’s research and findings and submitted
to support an application for a university degree or professional title. A thesis or dissertation structure explains the purpose, previous research papers on the topic, methods used, and project results.
We only included doctorate theses in the analysis. An effort was made to include only theses containing a chapter specifically named Literature Review.
We considered 182 papers fitting our inclusion criteria, which are of six types: original research (32
papers), review paper (30 papers), thesis or dissertation (31 papers), case study (30 papers), short report, commentary, or perspective letter (30 papers), and theoretical (29 papers). An information systems researcher reviewed the literature review section of these papers one at a time. It went on for
two months, between February 2021 and March 2021. Following the information system researcher’s
analysis, we gave these 182 papers to another researcher to check their accuracy. Two issues were resolved in this. First, one article was considered under two types of articles: a case study or a short report. Later, after discussion, we agreed to consider it under the short report. The second one was
agreement that one article fulfilled two dimensions of LACTiC - category and time. We present the
final compilation in Table 1. The list of 182 elements, including its division into six types, is included
in the Appendix.
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RESULTS
The literature review takes a considerable amount of time. It is expected that researchers will conduct
a thorough literature review to understand research topics. It helps the researcher to provide a solid
foundation for their claim, argument, or hypothesis. This study conceptualizes a framework called
LACTiC to help researchers perform an effective and efficient literature review. The 182 research papers of six types, including original research, review paper, thesis or dissertation, case study, short report, commentary, perspective letter, or theoretical study, were examined. These articles fit neatly into
one or more dimensions of the LACTiC framework, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Evaluation of LACTiC framework using various manuscript type
LACTiC

Original
Research
(N 1= 32)

Review
Thesis/
Article
Dissertation
(N2 = 30) (N3 = 31)

Case Study Short Report/
Theoretical
(N4 = 30) Commentary/
(N6 = 29)
Perspective Letter
(N5 = 30)

Sub-total
of each
dimension of
LACTiC

Location

0.00% (0)

0.00% (0)

0.55% (1)

0.00% (0)

0.00% (0)

0.00% (0)

0.55% (1)

Author

2.19% (4)

2.19% (4)

0.55% (1)

2.19% (4)

2.73% (5)

1.64% (3)

11.48% (21)

11.48% (21) 9.84% (18)

9.84% (18)

8.74% (16)

7.65% (14)

Category

10.38% (19) 57.92% (106)

Time

0.00% (0)

0.00% (0)

1.09% (2)

0.00% (0)

1.64% (3)

0.55% (1)

3.28% (6)

Continuum

3.83% (7)

4.37% (8)

4.92% (9)

5.46% (10)

4.37% (8)

3.83% (7)

26.78% (49)

Total Occurrence *100% (183)
Note: Sample size - N = n1 + … + n6 = 182
*Total occurrence is 183 despite our sample size being 182 because one article fulfilled two dimensions - category and time

DISCUSSION
We found that the 182 papers corresponded perfectly with one or more dimensions of the LACTiC
framework. Four papers used a combination of the dimensions. Here, we considered the dimension
appearing first, supposing that it was essential to the paper. For example, suppose we analyzed a paper and found that the paper’s literature review is organized by category, author, and time dimensions. Category, being the first and assuming that this is the most important, we classified the paper
under the ‘category’ dimension.
Among all the dimensions proposed under the LACTiC framework, category is the most used dimension, followed by continuum, author, time, and locations. The category dimension is uniformly
distributed across all types of papers, including original research, review paper, thesis or dissertation,
case study, short reports, comments, perspective letters, or theoretical studies. The category dimension is tracked by continuum and author, which are also uniformly distributed across various papers.
We could not find many time- and location-related papers (seven papers out of a sample of 182 papers). There could be a variety of reasons. For example, the lack of time-based studies may be because information systems are relatively new. Likewise, location does not take much importance because information systems are enabled by technology, which thrives regardless of location. However,
further research is needed to find the reason for the lack of time- and location-related studies. We
also saw a trend when the types of articles were analyzed by comparing them to the LACTiC framework. In the following paragraphs, we briefly discussed the trend of the original search relative to
LACTiC, theoretical relative to LACTiC, and so forth.

Original Research versus LACTiC – an original research paper reflects the research findings of

novel research. These types of papers discuss models, theory, contrasting schools of thought (agreement/disagreement) when we decide to understand the research topic, or we have identified by reviewing the key studies on the research topic. The papers that we analyzed constituted a sample of
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both quantitative and qualitative studies. In the original research papers, category, followed by continuum and author, seem to be the dominant way of the literature review. These papers tend to identify
dominant conceptual frameworks in an area and further examine the existing literature to reinforce
their assertion. We could not find any original research documents (out of 32) in which a literature
review was conducted based on time or location.

Theoretical Paper versus LACTiC – a conceptual or theoretical paper broadens existing theories
through analysis from various angles. In line with the original research papers, authors of theoretical
papers also undertake a literature review based on the category dimension followed by continuum.
The theories suggested by the dominant authors are also found in the literature review section of the
theoretical articles.
Review Papers versus LACTiC – review papers are scholarly documents that revisit and scrutinize
the literature on the area or subtopics. We observed the category remains dominant. Here, too, the
category is followed by the continuum and the author.

Thesis or Dissertations versus LACTiC – the thesis is the final output of a researcher’s doctoral
study work. We have noticed that the literature review elaborates on the thesis and is based on various categories that the thesis author explores. A few theses discuss the evolution of a concept over
time and use a continuum to review the existing literature. Here also, the category remains dominant,
followed by continuum, time, location, and author.
Short Communication or Perspective Letter versus LACTiC – a short communication is sent to
editors of scholarly journals in reaction to a paper published in the journal. As the name suggests,
these documents are brief in length, and the authors of these reports might not cover a detailed review of literature while making their point. We notice from the results table that category is dominant, followed by continuum, author, time, and location.

Case Study versus LACTiC – the case study papers published in peer-reviewed and ranked journals

showcase in-depth studies for a specific purpose. Most case studies are conducted within the boundaries of a specific business, institution, or geographical margin. In these types of papers, we have observed that category is the predominant way of literature review. We also notice a continuum followed by the author in the literature review section of the case study, which could be because authors
have tried to borrow a concept implemented elsewhere to generalize it to the study at hand. Most
case studies go through a brief literature review. A lot of them have no dedicated section, so literature tends to be part of the introduction.

L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE S TUDY
We only reviewed Information Systems papers for this study because of familiarity with the authors
of this study. Also, we have taken some of the specific ‘types of papers’ for this study. While these
articles represent refereed journals, the list of article types is not exhaustive. To generalize the proposed framework, we may suggest that the study can be extended to other areas of business management, such as marketing, finance, operation, decision sciences, accounting, and economics. Evaluation of the framework can be carried out by considering a sample of other literature types – conference materials (poster extracts, conference abstracts, presentation extracts), clinical trials, book reviews, data notes, datasets, and software tool articles.

CONCLUSIONS
All scholarly papers disseminate knowledge by building upon the existing literature. Therefore, the
literature review is a must-have component of all scholarly articles. Organizing paragraph in a meaningful and understandable form is time-consuming work for novice researchers. We proposed a LACTiC framework containing five dimensions: location, author, continuum, time, and category. The
framework reveals that information system researchers can organize paragraphs category-wise that
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they obtain from the literature review. The category is followed by continuum, author, time, and location. We also found that the framework works well and can be helpful for information system researchers to have an initial idea on how to organize information obtained from the literature review.
We hope that the contribution made by this study will be both valuable and applicable to the research
community.
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